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Abstract: An amalgamation of Green Distributed Generation (GDG) with Distribution Networks
(DNs) was developed because its performance became more efficient and sustainable. It increased
the challenges in the design and operation of the protection scheme and changed the short circuit
current (SCC), voltage profile, power losses, and power flow direction after the GDG penetration.
These changes rely on the number, size, location, and environmental influence according to the GDG
type. Therefore, many researchers have discussed protection system challenges and presented types
of protection approaches to find a robust protection layout for DNs integrated with GDGs to prevent
the electrical equipment from being destroyed during abnormal conditions. This paper represents
an exhaustive survey of GDG integration with DNs and its effects on protection design challenges.
Furthermore, this paper summarizes the modern protection methods and detection technologies,
along with their important aspects that have been accessed. One of the important and reliable
methods is resetting and coordinating between protection devices (PDs) that operate in the same
distribution feeder. This methodology focuses on restricting the main variables and parameters used
in the PDs setting after the GDG is embedded to recalculate the suitable setting and coordination.
Optimization techniques should be used to find the best setting or location of the protection system
in the DNs, in addition to calculating the optimal GDG scale and location. However, international
standards are used to specify the suitable equations that satisfy high protection system characteristics
to ensure the DNs’ reliability.

Keywords: protection scheme; Green Distributed Generation (GDG); Protection Devices (PDs);
Distribution Networks (DNs)

1. Introduction

The radial design of electrical distribution systems is traditional, and these systems
have a main power-generating centralized source. Therefore, the protection plan for
such a network is not complicated [1]. For the time being, the continuous increase in
electrical power demand has produced several new power plants, built to accommodate
the expansion in demand. Ordinary power generation stations include many detrimental
aspects, such as carbon dioxide emissions, high power losses, low-efficiency percentages,
long construction times with high costs, low reliability, and high fuel costs [2].

Distributed generations (DGs) are defined as different types of electrical generation
energy sources directly integrated into a distribution grid. These generation energies consist
of renewable and non-renewable energy. Renewable resources appropriate for GDG are
wind, solar, biomass, etc., while appropriate non-renewable resources are fuel cells, gas
turbines, and microturbines [3]. These systems are also called dispersed, penetrated, and
embedded generation units installed worldwide, ranging from systems for households
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with a few kW to systems with several hundreds of MW [4]. The classification of GDG
inverter coupled is illustrated in Figure 1 [5,6].
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The utilization of GDG plants presents a viable alternative to traditional power plants,
offering significant potential to meet the ever-increasing demand for power [7]. This is
primarily due to the simplicity of installation and operational capabilities associated with
renewable energy sources (RES) such as photovoltaic (PV), wind turbine (WT), and hybrid
wind-solar systems [8]. They may also be connected directly to loads as small-scale power
generation units [9], which have gained popularity in industry and utilities to reduce the
impact of environmental problems that are becoming an extensive concern around the
world, like climate change and global warming [10].

GDG penetration within a radial distribution network (RDN) impacts the power
flow direction, grid resilience, power quality, harmonics, regulation of the voltage profile,
and short circuit calculations [11,12]. These effects can be either positive or negative,
depending on the GDG type, size, number, and location, in addition to the specifications
of the distribution systems [13]. The plurality of GDGs connected to the DNs is garnered
from PV panels and WTs.

Over the years, the integration of GDG has employed various optimization techniques.
Therefore, these strategies are changing regularly and have been addressed recently in new
types of research, such as differential evolution (DE), particle swarm optimization (PSO)
methods, genetic algorithms (GAs), etc. [9,14].

However, various benefits of using GDG can be listed as follows [3,4]:

- Reduction in power loss because of generation and load proximity.
- Significant decrement in fossil fuel (coal, oil, and natural gas) consumption.
- Greenhouse gas reduction.
- Reduction in transmission line expansion expenditure.
- Improvement of power system efficiency.
- Power quality (PQ) development through GDG inverter-based processes.
- Flexibility of energy supply for consumers.
- Reduction of voltage drop and improvement of the voltage profile.
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- Increasing the reliability of the power system.

Moreover, as a consequence of the fault conditions and sudden increase in loads, GDG
may cause a change in the direction and amplitude of the distribution feeders current,
thus creating an important challenge by changing the protection setting and the PDs
coordination in DNs [15]. Figure 2 explains a schematic diagram of a grid-connected
GDG [16].
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In this comprehensive review paper, a systematic exploration is undertaken to in-
vestigate the challenges and solutions associated with the integration of GDG into DNs.
Following the foundational introduction, Section 2 is dedicated to an in-depth examination
of the challenges posed by GDG integration. Section 3 offers a comprehensive analysis of
protective methodologies and detection approaches, encompassing a detailed tabulation
summarizing the proposed protective systems and a categorization of the pertinent litera-
ture. Section 4 shifts its focus to adaptive protection measures, accompanied by a tabular
summary of research findings.

The topics of different GDGs incorporated into DNs from microgrids (µGs) and PV
energy to wind turbines are covered in Section 5. The optimization methods used to
establish the ideal GDG location, size, and quantity are covered in detail in Section 6.
Important details about the main international standards and regulations controlling
protection strategies in DNs with GDGs are given in Section 7. Some of the aspects of future
development trends are laid out in Section 8. In the end, Section 9 presents the review’s
findings together with recommendations for more studies in this field.

2. Protection Scheme Challenges with GDG Existence

According to the new configuration of DNs, the protection system must be changed.
The PDs connection must be designated in a suitable location and with optimal coordination
to discriminate permanent faults from temporary faults. Predominantly, the protection
design should primarily prioritize safety, reliability, and selectivity. This includes both
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primary and backup protection, aligned with the standard coordination time interval (CTI)
and tailored to the power feeder sources, network connection type, and voltage level. In
the presence of GDGs embedded in radial distribution networks (RDNs), conventional
arrangements may not operate accurately due to some obstacles, such as in [6,10]:

2.1. Changes in Fault Currents and Short Circuit Level

There are two modes of operation in GDGs integrated with DNs, with the first desig-
nated by the islanded mode with a low fault current from the only source from the GDGs
in the grid. The grid-connected mode has a high fault current because it consists of both
injected currents from the GDGs and utility sources.

However, the GDG type, number, location, and capacity influence the contributed
fault current directly [17]. For example, the fault current contributed by the inverter feed
of a GDG from a small-scale PV system besides the DN has a fault current supplement
up to 2 or 3 times its rated current, which should take its effect on the fault current into
account [18]. During the electrical distribution planning process, the selection of PDs to
protect different electrical equipment is established on this short circuit level [8], so a fault
current increase leads to the short circuit level being excessive. Consequently, that will
affect the setting and coordination of the PDs because the short circuit level represents the
maximum fault current.

2.2. Bidirectional Power Flow

Embedded GDGs make a change in the DNs topologies, where a radial configuration
with switches is modified for contiguous electrical feeder reliability from a bidirectional
power flow. However, reconfiguration of the distribution network will modify the current
flow direction and short circuit level, which directly influences the protection system.
Therefore, adjustments in the PD settings are essential to absorb network disturbances.
Failing to do so could lead to an increased PD operating time, potentially causing selectivity
losses and miscoordination in the protection performance of embedded GDGs [19,20].

2.3. Unsynchronized Reclosing

The purpose of reclosing is to eliminate temporary faults in electrical networks that
cause irrelevant perpetual blackouts. Nevertheless, GDG integration with a DN will
increase the contribution of the fault current and affect the coordination performance
between the primary and secondary PDs, so that the coordination will be missed [21]. A
loss of PDs recloses the sync ability because the fault current level increases the effect of
protection reliability.

2.4. Undesirable Network Islanding

A major problem associated with GDGs is the possibility of supplying part of the
network that can be powered even if it is not connected, creating an unintended island.
These can be detected using frequency-dependent characteristics [22]. This is built into
the inverter interfaces of GDGs, available as a mandatory feature. UF/OF and UV/OV
islanding detection have no impact on power quality, with cost-effectiveness [20].

In the case of an islanding operation system, resynchronization problems may occur,
even in a short time. Then, the GDGs can be switched off to avoid device damage due
to automatic reconnection without synchronization [23,24]. For personal safety assurance
during grid maintenance, the anti-islanding protection method is used to justify the utility
grid’s operational performance and to prevent reclosing in case of asynchrony.

2.5. Blinding and Maloperation of Undesired Tripping of PDs in the Protection System

When a large GDG is connected to a DN, the fault current seen by the feeder PD may
change, followed by inaccurate or unavailable intelligent electronic device (IED) operation,
which is called under-reach or blinding protection [25].
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Meanwhile, the sensitivity of the PD decreases, and the wrong trip command occurs,
leading to a blind in the protection system. So, the maloperation PD sends an undesired trip
command as a faulty feeder, but the actual fault has a tack placed on another feeder at the
same time [7]. Therefore, an overall protection agenda using an active adaptive protection
system should be suggested to avoid PDs maloperations, such as protection coordination
mismatch after a GDG is embedded within a DN.

2.6. Loss of Main (LOM)

Figure 3 represents a disconnection between the utility grid and the GDG. However,
the connection between the GDG and the load remains. The CB maloperation problem is a
normal result of non-robust PD operation and fault occurrence on the supply side.
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In this situation, part of the grid is still in operation, and the islanding mode is
undetected by the PDs. Accordingly, a dangerous stage is reached before clearing the faults.
Therefore, if the synchronism is not taken into account when connecting the GDG and the
utility grid, it can lead to severe damage to the GDG and sensitive equipment in the DN [8].
Furthermore, this process can result in an uncontrolled voltage and frequency in the island
network. It poses risks to the equipment and may cause unsynchronized reconnections,
potentially leading to damage to customer equipment and measuring devices [2].

2.7. Topological Changes in the Power System

The location and bidirectional fault currents are changed by the size, type, number,
and location of the GDGs. Nevertheless, topological changes in the operating mode
(grid-connected to islanded and contrariwise) can significantly cripple the involved PDs
setting [26]. Optimization algorithms are used to specify the optimal location, number,
capacity, and GDG type with appropriate connections. The objective function concentrates
on many criteria, such as power loss reduction, voltage level, and short circuit level.

2.8. Intermittent Nature According to the Environmental Effect on GDGs

The intermittent GDG’s power causes fluctuations in the injected power within the
DN. This unpredictability arises from the randomly scattered cloud cover and changes
in solar irradiation, leading to intermittent PV power generation, especially on cloudy
days. The irregular changes in solar power during day hours cause power fluctuations and
voltage variations. Therefore, making PD adjustments is a difficult task [27].

On the other hand, the definite generation technology in the WT model contains the
entrail parts that regulate the short-circuit analysis with fault current contributions. Since
the fixed speed type of a WT’s induction generator is connected directly to the DN, the
machine has a suitable performance. These types of WTs, after connecting to the DN, are
like providing large motor loads [28]. At a constant speed, WT power fluctuations and
voltage flickers are the main problems for the grid.
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In contrast, variable speed WTs produce a much more consistent output power with a
stable bus voltage and power loss reduction. However, an extensive problem with WTs is
that the stated net capacity is less than the rated capacity due to energy consumption and
intermittent generation at the power plant [29]. Developing a key distribution system that
balances stringent security and reliability with minimal hardware demands and manage-
able communication overhead is of paramount importance within the realm of wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) [30].

Hence, there is a need to develop an economical, practical, and reliable protection
layout for different types of GDGs (PV and WT) whose effectiveness does not depend on
the type of GDG, type of fault, type of system (AC or DC), or the mode of operation, etc.

3. Protection Methodology with Detection Methods

The presence of GDGs with DNs leads to the breakdown of the ordinary protection
design [31]. When the number of GDGs in the distribution power systems increases, the
utility contribution fault current from the network substation will decrease [32]. Embedding
a GDG leads to significant protection problems for electrical networks, such as increased
PD sensitivity and inappropriate protection coordination [33]. Therefore, during the last
two decades, the authors discussed some protection models to find proper methods with
different technologies. Some protection frameworks are illustrated below.

3.1. Multi-Agent System (MAS)

The suggested protection measures established the concept of more than one stage
to exchange the information of protection networks using a communication platform.
Collecting information from the elements of the power grid and performing computational
operations are processes performed by an electronic device called an agent. This device can
communicate with other agents using a communication network [34].

The structure of a MAS attempts to determine the exact operation of relay agents
based on the network data of the protection system. A bi-level protection system in the
relay uses the generation agents to mitigate their dependence through the information
collected from the network by the central controller. The proposed system increased the
reliability of the protection system and reduced the time required to collect the network
data necessary to update the protection setting [25]. The effect of the capacity and type
of GDG on the proposed clarification was neglected in this study. An adaptive protection
protocol and multi-agent-based integration with the SHS were discussed to minimize the
adverse impacts of a GDG on a DN. A negotiation strategy was employed to increase the
load area to be recovered. Also, the SAPMS approach provided a new setting to the relays
with a six-time shorter interval period than a short-term interruption defined according to
the IEC 50160 standard [15]. This approach does not investigate GDG penetration with an
environmental performance influence.

Furthermore, a hierarchical protection system (HPS), as a complementary protection
strategy for a multi-agent system (MAS), can manage the generated power of the GDGs
to limit the protection system coordination impact on the DNs. Consequently, using
MAS technology with a distributed structure of (point-to-point) communication and quick
decisions independently in a flat state can be useful.

A reduction in the number of agents is the main advantage of the proposed scheme
since only relay agents are used, and no communication with the above layers of the
MAS is required [35]. To avoid a communication failure, the agents will respond to the
failure condition by using the available data for similar conditions. Therefore, protection
coordination between the primary and secondary PDs happens by alternating the data
between the relay agents to modify the relay’s time of operation [36]. The main drawback
of this study was choosing the WTG location, size, and number without using optimization
strategies to specify their effect precisely. The architecture for the multi-agent system
developed for adaptive PDs comprises three levels, namely, the device level, the substation
level, and the system level, as shown in Figure 4 [2,8].
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3.2. Fault Current Limiter (FCL)

Conventional, radial, and mesh networks are protected by coordinated overcurrent
relays, reclosers, or fuses, depending on the voltage level and the load type. GDG penetra-
tion will change the protection plan and the need to improve the PD model with different
protection systems. The use of fault current limiters (FCLs) with electrical power systems
represents an applicable procedure for reducing the level of SCC. During faults, a FCL
is used to boost the impedance against the fault current path. Utilizing a FCL integrated
with power systems offers numerous advantages, including a reduction in the voltage drop
and SCC during faults. It also enhances the overall reliability and stability of the power
system, while their high cost is the main disadvantage of using FCLs. Therefore, to get
a very high performance from FCLs, the optimal numbers and locations of these devices
should be studied carefully [37]. Table 1 explains the proposed methods for the protection
architecture using FCL.

Table 1. Almost all the proposed arrangements for protection initiatives using FCLs.

Ref. Protection Scheme Technological Methods Important Aspects

[11] Re-coordinate the relays

Inaugurated a unidirectional fault
current limiter (UFCL) in the zone of
the network restricted from upstream
to downstream.

During fault conditions, the UFCL is
given a high upstream resistance
amount and a low downstream
resistance amount.

[38]
Modify the time multiplier setting
(TMS) and set the pickup current of
the PD.

Reduced the computational time with a
hybrid genetic algorithm (GA) and
linear programming (LP).

A multi-objective optimization
algorithm is used to determine the
optimal PD setting and the smallest
size of the FCL.

[39]

Implement a new approach for
resistive superconducting fault
current limiters (SFCL) to obtain
optimal PD settings.

Tested an optimization using the PSO
methodology on nine-bus looped DNs.

Installation of a SFCL in series with a
DG unit can limit the fault current and
maintain the CTIs at the required
values.

[40]
Insert a directional fault current
limiter (DFCL) between the MG and
the upstream network.

Proposed a novel methodology for
optimizing the setting of DFCL
parameters, (R and X) using a Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm.

Optimal coordination between existing
relays would be replaced to protect the
entire MG without being adaptive to
the protection system.

[41]

Advance DOCRs protection
coordination in MGs by using a
hybrid COA-LP optimization
algorithm and finding the point of
common coupling (PCC).

Combined a cuckoo optimization
(COA) algorithm and linear
programming (LP).

The DOCRs operating time using COA
is reduced by twenty percent compared
with the PSO and the GA.
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Table 1. Cont.

Ref. Protection Scheme Technological Methods Important Aspects

[42]

Discuss the OCR protection
coordination problem in wind parks
according to the FRT characteristics
requirements.

Explained the relay fault current and
the voltage drop at the point of
common coupling (PCC) with the
mathematical relationship of the WT.

The proposed optimal impedance value
of the FCL is used to determine the
optimal setting of the relays.

[43] Optimize the FCL size in the MG
protection plan.

Solved the programming problem by
using the handling paradigm in a static
penalty constraint by GA.

Provides directly connected
conventional SGs with typical RDS on
the IEEE 30-bus.

[44]

Address the issue of miscoordination
among the DOCRs in scenarios
involving the integration of FCLs in
series with DGs penetrated in DNs.

Employed the Whale Optimization
Algorithm (WOA) to determine the
optimal parameters, specifically the Ip
and TDS, for the coordination of
DOCRs.

Calculates the minimal impedance
magnitude required for the
incorporation of FCLs in series with
DGs to reestablish coordinated DOCRs.

[45] Prevent inadvertent tripping of GDGs
within complex meshed DNs.

Developed a truth table framework for
the user-defined selection of novel
settings for DOCRs.

Minimizes the cumulative operational
time of the DOCRs.

[46]
Conduct simulations to analyze the
protection blinding impact on the
operational setting of OCRs.

Deployed a superconducting
current-limiting (SFCL) device.

Escalation in the fault current is
detected by the backup protection relay
and it increases the CTI with primary
protection.

The authors in [9,35,36] above neglected the effects of the optimal location, number,
size, and environmental effects of GDGs on the proposed protection mechanisms. In
previous studies, FCLs and SFCLs have been used to reduce the fault current and maintain
protection coordination. However, FCLs cause additional power loss due to an everlasting
connection in the distributed system (DS). Moreover, a FCL can decrease fault currents by
a percentage between 20% and 50% within the first electrical cycle, utilizing impedance
values ranging from 0.2 to 0.4 per unit [47]. A SFCL was used to eliminate this loss due to
its zero-resistance characteristics in normal operation, but because of its high cost, it is not
recommended [48].

3.3. Overcurrent Relay and Earth Fault

The most familiar PDs used with DSs are overcurrent relays since traditional distribu-
tion systems are designed for radial operation. Overcurrent relays are used as the primary
protection for distribution feeders. They are essential backup protection in a DS and should
have a specific sequence of operation, i.e., they must be coordinated or selective since any
failure of a protective device can cause damage to the equipment [49]. An appropriately
synchronized protective schedule should guarantee that the protective device situated near
the fault location is the first to act upon fault detection. In cases where it fails to respond
on time due to deviations in its operating time, a backup protection mechanism should
then be initiated to isolate the fault [50]. To coordinate the PDs, traditional DN protection
systems should provide graded overcurrent protection (OC) and ground fault protection
(GF) [51]. However, a selective structure of overcurrent protection relays in ring or mesh
DNs is almost impossible. To ensure adequate protection of these network configurations,
a directional element must be added to the overcurrent relay to cope with bi-directional
fault currents.

Conventional centralized power sources inject SCC characteristics, which are then
utilized to configure the operating characteristics of the OCRs in the DNs. These OCRs
initiate a process whereby they send a trip signal to the relevant CB when the SCC exceeds
its preset threshold, isolating the faulty section from the rest of the electrical feeder. How-
ever, due to the reverse direction of the fault current in most of today’s DNs with GDG
penetration, the fault current injected by GDGs has completely different aspects. The main
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disadvantage of this disturbance situation is OCR malfunction, which causes damage to
expensive power equipment on both sides of the energy sources.

Furthermore, IGBT power modules commonly serve as crucial components for inter-
rupting circuits in power systems. Their applications extend to a wide range of systems,
including solid-state DC circuit breakers, hybrid DC circuit breakers, and power transmis-
sion systems [52]. Table 2 discusses a taxonomy of reviewed papers on the effects of GDGs
on over-current and earth fault PDs.

Table 2. A taxonomy of reviewed papers discussing the effects of GDGs on OC and EF.

Ref. Issues Protection Challenges Methodology

[18] Miscoordination of OCRs with rapid
growth in small-scale PVs.

Modified relays have a standard
characteristic curve.

Conventional protection performance
to discover and maintain coordination.

[49] Miscoordination of DOCRs after high
GDG penetration in DNs.

Adapting the embedded level and
location of GDGs with DOCR
adjustment.

Algorithm for clonal selection of an
artificial immune system (AIS) by
finding the optimal TMS and PCS.

[53]

Malfunction of OCRs because of very
low SCC feed from power
electronics-based inverters with
DERs.

Implementing the microprocessor of a
digital relay to detect online the low
SCC feed from the IBDERs.

Machine learning used as an intelligent
protection algorithm innovatively
(RBFNN).

[54]
Optimal coordination of DOCRs to
ensure the security and reliability of
the DNs.

Considering the continuous values of
the PCS and TMS.

Hybridization of improved PSO and
linear programming (IPSO-LP).

[55]
Photovoltaics (PV) impact the
operation of OCRs as the main PDs in
medium voltage DNs.

Recalculating the OCR settings.
Adaptive method to simulate the PV
impact on the OCRs using
EMTDC/PSCAD software.

[56]

Effect of the three-phase fault on
DOCR coordination when applied to
different locations in the DS with
CHP penetration.

Coordinating the DOCR to minimize
operating time and prevent
malfunctions.

The protection coordination of the case
study was checked by simulation in
ETAP software.

[57]

Bidirectional current flow and fault
current fluctuation cause
inconvenience tripping of GDGs with
miscoordination.

Determining the optimal relay settings.
Set the DOCR by user-defined dual
control with hybrid time, current, and
voltage characteristics.

[58]
Reduce the total operation time of
DOCRs in the primary and secondary
protection up to the fault location.

Defining the characteristics of the
inverse time for DOCRs.

Coordination strategy with adjusted
relay variables (A and B) and time dial
setting (TDS) with PCS.

[59]

Achieve fast protection coordination
in primary and backup protection
DDOCRs to minimize the total
uptime.

The dual setting of DDOCRs.
Stochastic method for modeling the
allowable limits of A and B coefficients
and the PC, TDS, and CTI parameters.

[60]
Unintended load shedding and
damage to grid equipment because of
PV penetration.

Reducing the reliability and selectivity
of OCR protection in DNs.

Modifying the existing characteristics
of the OCR or limiting the PV output
current.

[61]
Swelling of un-faulted phases voltage
for different DERs penetration levels
during fault events

Autonomous grounding layout during
the mode of operation, either islanded
or grid-connected.

Grounding strategies for the OCRs in
different modes of operation were
evaluated.

[62] False tripping, loss of grading, and
blinding of OCRs.

Readjusting the relay parameters or
installation of a new DOCR.

Simulated network modeling with
DIgSILENT software.

[63]
Nuisance tripping and disturbances
in the existing protection
coordination.

Optimal coordination achievement for
different network topologies.

GA technology is designed to optimize
coordination between OCRs.
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Table 2. Cont.

Ref. Issues Protection Challenges Methodology

[64]
Large penetrations of
inverter-interfaced embedded
generators (IIEG).

Analyzing the impact of IIEG on the
adequacy of OC and/or EF relay
protection selectivity.

Protection analysis tool (PAT) with fault
analysis tool (FAT) improvement.

[65] Single-phase EF protection in RDS
with GDGs.

Discriminate faulty feeders using relay
coordination performance.

PSCAD simulation to evaluate RDNs
with the fuzzy clustering algorithm.

[66]
An open-circuit fault can be swiftly
identified and isolated within a few
control cycles.

Influence of the converter system
reliability concerning overcurrent
challenges and overvoltage issues.

Diagnosing open-circuit faults in
insulated gate bipolar transistors
(IGBTs) within the modular multilevel
converter (MMC).

[67] A fault occurs in a single numerous
submodule (SMs) of MMC.

Impact on the reliable operation of the
DS.

Theory of DS evidence fusion and
weighted amplitude converting entropy
of similar characteristics of IGBT.

[68] Efficiently achieving the optimal
coordination of DOCRs.

Addressing a mixed-integer
optimization challenge while
considering unconventional relay
attributes and constraints related to
transient stability.

A novel approach, the Hybrid Gravity
Search algorithm with sequential
quadratic programming (GSA-SQP), is
introduced.

[69]
A primary concern in the realm of
protection plots after the substantial
integration of PV panels.

The stability, sensitivity, and selectivity
of phase and ground OCRs.

Employing a pair of innovative
optimization methodologies, namely
the Tug of War Optimization algorithm
(TWO) and the Charged System Search
algorithm (CSS).

[70]
Innovate an algorithm for the
strategic placement of observability
for fault location.

Accounting for the inability to
designate certain system buses due to
the lack of communication
infrastructure.

PMUs within power networks,
considering both the existence and
absence of zero-injection buses.

[71]
Modern DNs can serve as µGs and
exhibit flexibility by allowing for
various configurations.

Identifying both symmetrical and
asymmetrical faults in µGs and DNs.

Utilization of sophisticated
measurement instruments like
micro-phasor measurement units
(µPMUs).

3.4. Recloser

A recloser is a type of circuit breaker with independent controls to detect overcurrents
and open in the event of a fault, either instantly or with a time delay. Reclosers can be
programmed to activate automatic circuit reconnection at variable intervals if the fault
persists and possibly hangs. Reclosers are used because their cost is usually lower than
that of conventional circuit breakers and separate relays [72]. The automatic reclosing
concept should not be applied in cases of transformer or cable protection because this
will lead to equipment damage and personal risks when applied with permanent faults.
In addition, reclosers should only be applied to overhead distribution systems [73]. The
extensive integration of inverter-based DERs within the system can lead to a decrease
in the operating reach of reclosers, an extension of fuse operating times, and potentially
detrimental effects on fuse-saving mechanisms [74].

3.5. Fuse

The fuse represents the most accepted protection model in the DNs protection sec-
tor. Fuse operation time coordinates with other PDs in the network, such as relays or
reclosers, which is necessary to avert the fuse blowing amid temporary faults. The main
benefit of fuses is to minimize power blackouts and prevent unnecessary electric network
outages [4,75]. Fuses disconnect the faulty circuit if the current reaches a preset value. High
speed and low cost are the main merits of fuses, but the main disadvantage is that they
cannot be reset by themselves and must be replaced after each operation. The fuse rating
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must be higher than the maximum continuous load current at which the fuse operates [62].
For the process to be successful, it is necessary to carry out the closing operation before
the main fuses start to blow. In addition, the reclosing operation of the relay or recloser as
backup protection should be coordinated according to the fuse characteristics. To achieve
this coordination, the minimum melting (MM) and total clearing (TC) curves of all of the
fuses are reserved in backup PDs to determine the best circuit breaker disconnection time
with different types of faults [76]. A significant challenge in protection after GDG integra-
tion with DNs is due to the increased use of power electronics represented by rectifiers and
inverters, which require high speed PDs. For that, ultra-fast fuses with a presumed ratio of
the largest to smallest section of the fuse element must be designed to obtain a wide range
of ordinary protection blueprints [77]. This approach needs to use technological programs
to satisfy the need for less time for analyses.

3.6. Coordination of PDs

Coordination is the selectivity in the PD setting to separate the abnormal part of the
system only. Moreover, the development of a carefully considered design of basic elements
in the protection systems of electrical DNs is critical to many industrial, healthcare, and
continuous process systems. For this reason, coordination is an essential component of
a complex electrical distribution protection system design [78]. The goal of protection
coordination in DNs is discrimination to prevent degradation of the consistency of the
RDS [79]. Generally, it involves fuses, reclosers, and overcurrent relays PDs. Proper
coordination among these PDs means that there is no malfunction or duplication of their
operation [80]. The immediate isolation of unhealthy parts of a DN altered by various
permanent electric faults means the protection coordination system operated appropriately.
Protection relay basic requirements are specifically defined as selectivity, speed, sensitivity,
and reliability [81]. The typical coordination procedures between the circuit breaker (CB)
with an overcurrent relay, recloser, and fuse at medium voltage 11 kV are illustrated in the
model below, which shows RDNs. Figure 5 shows empirical examples of different cases.
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3.6.1. Over-Current Relay-Recloser-Fuse Coordination (without GDG)

The overcurrent relay setting should be precise and perfect to ensure fault sensitivity
with high-reliability networks. Relay operation must be coordinated to achieve the desired
selectivity and to minimize disruption to the operation when the fault is isolated. Coordina-
tion requires the adjustment of two important settings, the pickup current (Ip) and TDS [39].
According to the IEC standard, the operating time of an inverse time OCR and the fast and
slow mode of a recloser can be calculated according to the following Equation (1):
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t_op = TDS(A/(M̂B − 1) + L) (1)

where t_op is the relay operating time, M is the ratio of the fault current depending on the
relay type of standard, and L is a constant. The pickup set current or Ip can be calculated
with respect to the maximum load IL sensitivity by the relay as in (2) below:

Ip = (1.1 to 1.4) IL (2)

The time characteristics of overcurrent relays are generally nonlinear. This period
may consider several factors, including CB trip time, tolerances for both CB and relay,
maintenance processes, and CT slight saturation, whereas the permanent faults can be
cleared by the fuses as primary protection. The familiar curve of the fuse characteristics is
explained in (3) [56,82]:

log tf = (a log I_ff) + b (3)

where t f is the operating time of the fuse, I_ff is the fault current passing through the fuse,
and a and b represent fuse constants. The operating time of the fuse is high depending on
the b constant value.

Firstly, when the GDG does not connect, the OCR must be set and coordinated to
operate conditionally on the location and magnitude of the fault. Therefore, short circuit
analysis should be calculated to limit the main coordination conditions represented by the
maximum and minimum fault levels. The PDs operate depending on some factors like the
reliability of customer service, types of PDs used in the networks and their settings, voltage
level, network configuration, and the level of different fault types. If the fault happens after
the fuse (LOAD 2) network, all the PDs are sensitive to that fault, but the fuse will clear the
fault at first because it is the nearest device to the fault location.

Figure 6 represents the coordination curves using IDMT characteristics between the
OCR, recloser, and fuse at 11 kV-MVN. During network disturbances, the recloser fast
curve, fuse, and the OCR sense the fault or a sudden increase in a load more than the load
current (300 A). The delay time between the fast and slow recloser curves causes the fuse to
complete its arcing time and clears that fault as primary protection.

For the fuse-saving mode, there is a delay time between the fast and slow recloser
curves to avoid a temporary fault because more than 70% of DNs are temporary faults [48].
Also, the recloser will operate as the first backup protection with a permanent fault when
the fuse does not operate for any reason and clear the fault before the OCR operates.

Finally, the OCR operates as a secondary backup when both the primary and first
backup protections fail to clear the disturbances in the RDN. In this scenario, the coordina-
tion of protective devices (PDs) is highly reliable and sensitive, ensuring the protection of
electrical equipment. This sensitivity is particularly important during high short-circuit
currents exceeding 1 kA, as it triggers the activation of the instantaneous feature.

Furthermore, if a fault occurs in the section of the feeder before the fuse location and
after the recloser, a different scenario unfolds. In this situation, the coordination between
the OCR and the recloser plays a crucial role in ensuring that the recloser clears the fault
before the OCR comes into operation as the primary protection. Accordingly, the OCR
operates as backup protection if the recloser slackens. Sometimes, the fault happens on the
feeder section between the main CB and recloser (near LOAD 1), and in this case, the OCR
will operate only to clear that fault within a specific set time.
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Figure 6. Coordination curves using IDMT characteristics between the OCR, recloser, and fuse.

3.6.2. Over-Current Relay-Recloser-Fuse Coordination (with a GDG)

Major protection problems related to the introduction of a GDG into DNs consist of
protection blindness, false tripping, miscoordination of fuse reclosing, interfuse coordina-
tion failure, and failed automatic reclosing [63]. Connecting a GDG to the radial feeders
containing such PDs causes several protection problems at once. The fault current detec-
tion by the recloser is controlled by the GDG and can lead to a detection problem at first.
Secondly, the coordination setting between the relay and recloser or fuse and recloser can
be lost, leading to selectivity problems [5]. Implemented in load changes, system topology,
or generation level are used for the new relay settings to obtain optimal coordination. The
objective function uses the sum of the TDS of primary relays [83,84]. Therefore, when PVs
are connected to the same radial feeder as in Figure 7, the power flow will be in the opposite
direction as well, and the fault current level and direction will be changed. For the same
fault locations discussed before in the previous section (Section 3.6.1), the coordination
curves need to be re-coordinated to ensure that all PDs will be operating.

Figure 8 illustrates the mal coordination between the relay, recloser, and fuse after
connecting PV solar with the distribution feeder. Therefore, PDs should be re-coordinated
to absorb the PV effect on the fault level during the network disturbance. The main
implication is that the currents flowing through the relay, recloser, and fuse do not have the
same characteristics when a fault occurs. The fault current may be increased or decreased
depending on the fault current contribution from the GDG and the fault location and type,
i.e., (4):

I_fault = I_Grid + I_GDG (4)
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Figure 8. Coordination curves using IDMT characteristics between the OCR, recloser, and fuse with
connected PV solar.
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The protective system is structured to ensure that, when a fault occurs, a primary relay
is designated to initiate isolation, and a supplementary group of backup relays is poised
to act should the primary relay falter. The relay settings must be meticulously configured
to prevent the backup relays from activating before the primary relay [85]. The use of
inverters for feeding renewable energy is generated mainly by direct current like PV solar,
and these inverters have internal protection so that protection against overload is provided
by the control of current routing, and protection against short circuits is provided by
fuses (internal).

This protection must be supplemented by external PDs to avoid damage to the inverter
by the energy supplied by the grid (for AC) and by the source (for AC and DC) [77]. The
integration of a GDG with this feeder type causes many protection problems. Firstly, the
recloser fault current detection is influenced by the new power generation and may cause a
fault detection problem. Secondly, it loses the coordination between reclosers or the fuse
and recloser, which causes discrimination issues [86].

It is necessary to investigate the influences of GDG penetration into DNs to calculate
the minimum operating time and determine coordination problems. These influences are
derived from situations of both increases and decreases in the fault current [75].

It is necessary to maintain protection coordination when considering the future in-
stallation of PV systems with any penetration level and various locations in conjunction
with the distribution power supply. Therefore, using the proposed strategies with offline
calculations does not require communication links [60]. The authors in [87] improved the
Protection Coordination Index (PCI) on interconnected DNs using the time–current–voltage
feature set and dual configuration in DOCRs. IEEE 14- and 30-bus systems are used to
illustrate the selectivity of overcurrent relays, which are imperative in active distribution
systems with an increasing penetration level of GDGs.

Meanwhile, the same solution was used in [58], where the results show that a GDG
connection with a mesh distribution system reduces the overall relay operating time
by using a specific strategy. Substantiating an innovative dynamic and hybrid tripping
approach designed to minimize tripping delays and enhance the coordination performance
of OCR and EF relays was discussed in [88].

An optimization strategy was developed to minimize the TDS, FCT, and starting
current for relay configuration by the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm. The
analyses and assessment of the IEEE 14-bus system, compared with existing methods,
showed the best validity of the minimum response time for the current transformer (CT)
configuration. Therefore, it decreases the operating times of the relay and keeps the pro-
tection coordination between the OCRs applicable [37]. The DNs protection coordination
problem with DOCRs was classified as a nonlinear mixed-intergeneration level program-
ming problem (MINLP) and was solved using the well-established DE algorithm.

Using a sample system, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method have
been approved [81]. The time lapse between the operation of primary and backup protective
devices is known as the CTI. It is calculated as the difference between the moment circuit
breakers trip due to the primary protection and the operating time of the backup protection.
A typical CTI is restricted between 0.2 to 0.5 s in practical applications concerning many
factors like PDs over travel, CT faults and calibration, and fault current DC components [89].
Furthermore, for better understanding, a brief comparison of CTIs is provided in Table 3.

Table 3. CTIs for main and backup for different combinations of PDs [73,80].

PDs (Main and Backup)
Combination Relay-Relay Relay-Fuse Relay-Recloser Recloser-Recloser Fuse-Recloser

CTI 350 ms 350 ms 200 ms 300 ms 100 ms

The installation of a GDG can perturb the coordination of the protection system and
therefore either some coordination changes or exhaustive replacement should be carried
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out of the PDs. The planning etiquette in existing distribution systems must be reviewed to
consider the size, location, and penetration levels of DGs [21]. The SCC calculations for
DNs containing renewable PV solar energy are proposed in [90].

The IEC60909 standard provides a convenient method for calculating short-circuit
currents (SCC) in a standardized manner. Subsequently, the coordination process, based
on the IEEE242 standard, is implemented when configuring the design and coordination
of protection relays. All analyzed assessments are carried out in ETAP by simulating a
short-circuit situation. An embedded GDG with RDN changes the topology to a multi-loop
DN. Therefore, breakpoints are applied to the initial relays to find the OCR settings to
regulate the starting point and defer conflicting constraints that reduce the CPU time [91].

4. Protection Scheme Adaptive

The main result of increased GDG installation on DNs is disturbances in the protection
system because of the fault current level variation. New adaptive protection strategies have
proposed the coordination of PDs with fault location. For example, using a radial basis
function neural network (RBFNN) with a two-stage backtracking algorithm can automate
the fault location method. The first stage calculates the fault location distance from each
power source, whereas the second stage identifies the exact fault line [92]. Table 4 illustrates
some of the research with the advantages and drawbacks of the proposed adaptive layouts.

Table 4. Some of the research with the advantages and drawbacks of the proposed adaptive
protection strategy.

Ref. Protection Scheme Advantages Drawbacks

[1]
Optimal PDs placement used zone
protection optimization with risk
analysis.

Reclosing operation and coordination
with a fuse using a software program.

Assumes the GDG location, number,
and size without using optimization
analyses.

[13]

GDG capacity restrictions were
presented to maintain the traditional
protection system for DNs
unchanged.

Discusses the location, size, and
number of DERs that influence
protection coordination between PDs.

Selects the DG’s location, number, and
size directly without using any
optimization approach.

[27]

Phasor measurement units (PMUs).
Artificial neural network (ANN) with
a specific accuracy of fault detection
was used.
Energy management systems (EMS)
and distribution management
systems (DMS).

A sturdy algorithm for fault location
was developed.
Achieved system fault observability.
Investigated various effects of DERs
integration.

Does not use optimization technology
for the location and size effects of DERs
integration.

[93] Deployed the smallest quantity of
PMUs.

The accuracy of the suggested
algorithms was agnostic to fault type
and resistance with minimizers at the
optimal objective function value.

Refrains from implementing the
algorithm in cases where the GDG is
integrated within a benchmark test
system.

[32]
Used a differential evolution
algorithm (DEA) to correct the PDs
mal-coordination.

Detected the fault current caused by the
PV solar precisely.

Changes in PV allocation directly
determine the study results.

[64]
Improved FAT algorithm with
various loading types and
unbalanced fault calculation.

Analyzed the impacts of RES on the
protection method in the philosophy
design of the DNs.

The coordination strategy between
zones of protection is unclear.

[94]
A UKDN model was used with
different scenarios in a Dig SILENT
Power Factor simulation.

Prevented maloperation of PDs and
electrical outages when using a
small-scale PV.

Focuses on the small scale of PVs and
assumes their size and location directly
without an optimization process.

[95]
Presented a voltage–current-based
protection algorithm to limit the fault
current effect.

Observed the differences between the
fault current through the connected
and islanded modes of operation.

This study neglected the environmental
effect on PV with changes in the
short-circuit level and PDs setting.
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Table 4. Cont.

Ref. Protection Scheme Advantages Drawbacks

[96]

Observed a reverse power flow (RPF)
simulation design with different
operating conditions of PVs
connected with DNs.

Found a solution for RPF by using a
suitable relay operating with RPF
performance.

When used for a small PV, the action of
RPR led to a sudden loss of PV power
generation.

[97]
Both software and hardware relays of
RSCAD and RTDS were used in the
experimental protection agenda.

Modeled and improved the overcurrent
protection schedule and implemented it
in DNs with and without GDGs.

The effect of GDG allocation with
optimization mode may change many
facts if it is considered in this study.

[98]
A genetic algorithm (GA) was used to
find the fault level, power losses,
voltage profile, and GDG size.

Determined the allowable capacity
limits and optimal location for a DG
embedded in a DN.

The reasons that led to satisfying the
maximum DG capacity near the
recloser or fuse are not mentioned.

[99]

The Adaptive Fuzzy Directional Bat
algorithm (AFDBA) facilitated
automatic power grid reconfiguration
and restoration during abnormal
conditions.

Derived optimal settings for DOCRs in
diverse grid topologies, obviating the
requirement for initial parameter
adjustments.

Exclusive focus on mathematical
modeling on ring topologies, neglecting
considerations for radial
configurations.

[100]

Developed a protective strategy for
overcurrent conditions in a DN
incorporating DER utilizing the
concept of digital twins.

Assessed the influence of DERs when
examining how variations in
short-circuit currents are changed.

Relies on the computed Stability
Indicator (SI) as a means of DER
placement determination instead of
employing traditional optimization.

[101]

Addressed the optimal coordination
of DOCRs in a multi-loop distribution
network by using the Dragonfly
Algorithm (DA) optimization tool.

Succeeded in minimizing the
cumulative operating time to ensure
the coordination of primary and
backup relays.

Focuses exclusively on three-phase
faults occurring at the midpoint of the
interconnected line while omitting
considerations of other fault categories.

[102]
Alleviated the effects of a low fault
level due to the extensive integration
of a converter-interfaced DER.

Enhanced the efficacy of fault level
profiles through the height adoption of
DERs.

Does not integrate the DER in optimal
allocation to get more precise results.

5. Types of GDGs Integrated with DNs

In general, a GDG is a clean electrical production unit directly connected to the loads or
the consumer side. The integrated or dispersed generators are represented by the concept
of their connection with DNs and discrimination from centralized types, respectively.
Presently, many power generation technologies are used or under improvement. These
technologies consist of PV solar, wind, biomass, bioenergy, hydroelectric, geothermal,
ocean, and hydrogen fuel energy, with different capacities, as shown in Table 5 [3,9].

Table 5. GDG types depend on the rating.

Items GDG Types GDG Rating

1 Micro 1 W–5 kW
2 Small 5 kW–5 MW
3 Medium 5 MW–50 MW
4 Large 50 W–300 MW

5.1. Microgrid Topology

The integration between electrical distribution systems and different scale sizes of RES
independently or in combination with other small power resources is called the microgrid
(µG). The µG represents a method of interconnecting various low-voltage RESs and loads
to the distribution system. It is designed to function independently of or in parallel to
the grid. It is used as a measure to ensure reliable and affordable energy [103,104]. Due
to the heightened energy demand and growing concerns related to climate change, µGs
have emerged as a viable remedy for these challenges [105]. However, PV solar and WT
represent the main GDG penetration within DNs, representing the µG.
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Figure 9 illustrates the structure of µG. Furthermore, the µG utilizing the main advan-
tages of the electrical power system can be explained as follows [106]:

• Improving the electrical power reliability using its ability of two modes of operation.
• Reducing line power losses, investment costs, and environmental impacts.
• Managing the uninterrupted energy and fluctuations caused by the load demand.
• Integrating with a wide range of various power sources and managing peak loads.
• Injecting the energy generated into the public grid as a source of income with

high efficiency.
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This analysis will assess the pros and cons of current microgrid protection measures,
focusing on critical issues and potential directions for future research. This evaluation is
rooted in the comprehensive investigation presented in a recent specialized study [107],
although this section will provide an overview of some of the author’s previous works
concerning power protection schemes that involve the implementation of external devices.
To face the challenge of a fault level increase when a µG operates in connected mode
instead of island mode, a protection proposal should be discussed. The DOCR in a hybrid
microgrid should detect changes in the fault currents during changing conditions from grid-
connected operation to island operation [108]. Therefore, a differential scalable algorithm
is proposed to determine the optimal configuration for DOCRs to minimize and delay the
impact of inadequate coordination on the protection design [72]. In [109], the black start
strategy was used with a high uncontrollable GDG embedded and loads in the island mode
of network restoration. Also, with the association of ESS and fuel generation units, the
combination can be operated in both on-grid and off-grid modes. However, reactive power
sharing and voltage stability are not considered.

Nonetheless, individuals engaged in a small-scale µG are expected to adopt a more
proactive role, earning them the title of “prosumers.” The growing prosumer population
naturally necessitates the establishment of a decentralized energy trading system, eliminat-
ing the need for centralized oversight [110]. On the other hand, the connection of a GDG
with a µG to the medium voltage in a distribution system may be called a multi-microgrid
(MµG). Various coordination strategies and protection plans have been developed to ad-
dress the challenges that come from GDG penetration. Time classification strategies are
slow in operation compared with communication-based coordination strategies. Further-
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more, the most effective scheme is voltage-based versus internal and external faults, but
nevertheless, symmetrical and high impedance faults cannot be detected [111]. Therefore,
it is necessary to modify the protection scheme in µG.

5.2. PV Energy

The general shape of a PV solar unit is a square cell, but sometimes it will be round,
and both shapes are made from silicon crystals. When PV cells are gathered, they form
a panel module, which forms a matrix when grouped to generate the appropriate power.
Figure 10 shows a grid-connected PV system hardware structure [21,28].
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The output power of photovoltage modules will be enlarged after being equipped
with maximum power point tracking (MPPT) systems, which change the operating point
concerning solar irradiance [29]. Also, the performance of PV modules is influenced by
various factors, including the semiconductor area exposed to solar radiation, mosaic areas of
the PV modules, ambient temperature, and the characteristics of the PV cells. These factors
are assessed under the test conditions specified in industrial solar radiation standards.
Therefore, the PPV output power can be calculated by (5):

Ppv = Npv × ηpv × Am × Gt (5)

where ηpv is the instantaneous PV module generator efficiency, Npv is the number of
modules, Am is the area of a single module used in a system, and Gt is the global incident
irradiance on a flat surface [112]. The inclusion of these modules with other electrical
components represents one of the widespread solar energy technologies necessary to
convert solar energy to electricity. Nowadays, PV energy covers around 4.5% of the
total electricity generated in the world, and over the past two decades, the PV sector has
increased gradually. Furthermore, PV solar is installed in open areas with different range
systems, such as large ground-mounted solar parks in the desert and along coastlines, as
well as small mounted and integrated systems on buildings’ rooftops. PV has significantly
increased, with estimates indicating a doubling of the global installed capacity expected
every two years [113].

PV systems generate direct voltage and then transform it into alternating current using
inverters. The inverter size should be greater than the total watts of instruments by 25–30%.
Two general designs are commonly used, with and without battery storage [114]. The fault
current level increases appreciably due to the presence of a PV when a fault occurs to make
the PDs operate beyond their protective zone [115]. The cloud passing effect of intermittent
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solar irradiance during sunny and cloudy days was investigated in [116], which found the
influence of different PV integration levels on the voltage profile focused on short-term
voltage drop analysis with the Open DSS tool.

5.3. Wind Turbines

Converting the kinetic energy of the wind into electricity is achieved by a power-
generating device called a WT. There is a vertical and horizontal axis of a WT. As in PV
solar energy, WTs neither require fuel costs nor produce emissions. However, the main
challenges are that they have unpredictable and intermittent performances [117]. Some WT
systems generate AC power and are then converted by an AC-DC converter to connect
with a DC microgrid [6]. Figure 11 shows a simplified WT system block diagram [89].
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The main advantages of WT penetration are the short time needed for their design
and installation, low emissions, and various modular sizes. Furthermore, the main disad-
vantages are limited site resources for wind, visibility, and loud noise, and less availability
during peak power demand periods [114]. One of the major problems of embedding
a wind farm in electrical distribution substations or DNs is increasing the short circuit
level for any faults occurring on it, which causes the PDs to malfunction and experience
mal-coordination.

Therefore, a short circuit analysis was performed twice using ETAP software to sim-
ulate 13 and 30 IEEE test systems under the ANSI/IEEE and IEC methods. The results
demonstrated that wind power generation has a powerful impact on SCC [118]. However,
the authors used manual wind DG location in the study analysis and disregarded the
optimization method.

For detecting fault effect events, the Wind Fault Index (WFI) is used by the proposed
protection algorithm (PA) with output to produce a separate wavelet transform. Also, for
analyzing current signals using the Wigner distribution function, the Stockwell Transform
(ST) established an approach in terms of the estimation time of fault and noise effects [119].

6. Optimization Technique

In engineering applications, the meta-heuristic optimization algorithms become very
familiar because they do not require gradient information and can avert the local opti-
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mum. In addition, they are based on concepts that are much simpler with easy imple-
mentation in different types of problems, including various disciplines according to [120].
The authors presented a simulation derived from humpback whale behaviors called the
Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA). Meanwhile, the authors in [121] used the teaching
learning-based optimization process (TLBO) with the IEEE 5-bus and IEEE 30-bus test
systems. Therefore, they present the solution to the DOCR coordination problem with a
new methodology compared with PSO and GA as another type of optimization approach.
To solve the protection coordination issues synchronously, a new hybrid method has been
proposed with the limitation level of PDs. It is related to the placement of new equipment
and existing devices using genetic algorithms, with linear programming by a MATLAB
software simulation [122].

Moreover, a composite optimization approach known as the Firefly Algorithm and
linear programming hybrid (FA-LP) was utilized. It serves to extend the exploration
domain by linearizing the coordination equations of directional overcurrent relays (DOCR),
ultimately aiding in the attainment of an optimal solution [123]. Furthermore, within
the work referenced as [108], the authors introduced a proficient hybrid optimization
methodology amalgamating the adapted Firefly Algorithm with the Genetic Algorithm to
attain an enhanced solution. In [124], the optimization models presented in this context
sought to determine an arrangement of PMU positions with the fewest devices that was
capable of detecting any fault occurrence within a transmission power network.

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has enhanced the Hybrid Op-
timization for Renewable Electric Energy (HOMER) software. This optimization tool is
designed for the analysis of hybrid systems, whether they are grid-connected or inde-
pendent, and it generates a list of economically viable systems based on user-defined
criteria [114]. The penetration of GDG units will affect DNs by their location, number,
and capacity. Therefore, this problem was investigated with different optimization ap-
proaches, with, for example, the hybrid GA-OPF, the Immunogenic algorithm (IGA), and
the Small-World Optimization algorithm (SWOA) [117].

This simulation involves assessing the optimal penetration level of PV systems into the
distribution networks using various methodological cases in ETAP. This assessment consid-
ers both the reduction in energy losses and the cost of protection miscoordination, aimed
at enhancing the utility of the electricity distribution company (EDC) [125]. Throughout
the optimization procedure, the allocation of devices, their placement within the system,
and the determination of their quantity are systematically addressed. The Multi-objective
Gray Wolf Optimization technology is employed to attain the optimal distribution of eco-
friendly distributed generation resources, achieving the most substantial reduction in the
scrutinized parameters [126].

For obtaining the amount of active power loss reduction and voltage reflections
because of the hybrid system (PV and WT based on ESS) embedded in DNs, the PSO
algorithm and manta ray foraging optimization (OFDM) were proposed in [127]. It was
more beneficial with less energy and voltage deviation compared with other methods.
Besides enhancing the reliability of DN and reducing active power losses [128], it employs
a customized unbalanced RDN based on the IEEE 13-bus system as a testbed.

That study utilized the PSO progress to optimize critical parameters such as the loca-
tion, capacity, and quantity of DG units. These optimization experiments were performed
in ETAP software version 19.0.1, with the PSO algorithm integrated into the MATLAB
R2018a environment.

Furthermore, in [129], PSO-based on the Fuzzy-C means cluster algorithm was used
to modify the optimization of multiple objectives with PVGD penetration. PSO is the
most popular algorithm developed by Kennedy and Eberhart. It is suggestive of the social
behaviors of flocks of birds flying in the search space and uses a series of particles (Best
filters). Meanwhile, they all plot the best solution in their path [130]. In other words, the
particles reflect their own best result, in addition to the swarm, which comes up with the
best solution.
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7. Main Related Standards

The international standards (IS) are constructed by different international organiza-
tions to coincide with the technical specifications for different electrical, electronic, and
related technologies. Planning and operation processes for various kinds of equipment
activities are explained in the IS. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) is
one of the famous IS that deals with electrotechnical standardizations and works as a group
with other national organizations in the same field. Examples of these standard-setting
bodies include the BSI in the United Kingdom, ANSI in the United States, CENELEC in Eu-
rope, and JSI in Japan. Additionally, electrotechnical organizations like the IEE, IEEE, VDE,
and JES have contributed their technical expertise and insights to international documents
and standards [131].

7.1. IEC 60255

One of the main standards illustrates the relay protection blueprint and the current/
time-tripping for IDMTs of OCRs characteristics that are varied depending on other PDs
used in the same protected zone. As in Equation (1) above, IEC 60255-3 [132] defines many
of the standard coefficient attributes as follows in Table 6 [133–135], compared with the
IEEE standard in [26].

Table 6. IEC 60255-3 with IEEE standards define several standard characteristics for IDMTs of OCRs.

Curve Categories A B L

Standard (Moderately) Inverse 0.14 (0.0515) 0.02 0 (0.1140)
Very Inverse 13.5 (19.61) 1 (2) 0 (0.491)

Extremely Inverse 80 (28.2) 2 0 (0.1217)
Long Time Inverse 120 1 0

On the other hand, IEC 60255-4 explains the three types of inverse time OCRs, ITG7200,
ITG7300, and ITG7400, which represent inverse, very inverse, and extremely inverse relays,
respectively. Moreover, the OCR series, including RMS700, RMS7000, RMST7000, and
RMSA7000, are digital multi-curve relays equipped with a highly stable timer circuit.
This feature is designed to minimize the operating time between two connected relays to
safeguard the same protection zone, known as the grading interval [136]. Some solid-state
relays operate under this standard characteristic up to twenty times of PSM, then follow a
constant time characteristic above this current level [137].

7.2. IEC 60909 Purpose and Equivalents

The short circuit calculation in three-phase AC system guidelines and standards [138]
was improved to produce uniformity and iteration of the results so that they are accurate
enough to satisfy their intended objective. They were derived from the German Verband
Deutscher Electrotechniker (VDE) 0102 Standard [139]. According to the IEC60909 standard,
there are four categories of short circuits, including L-L-L, L-L, L-L-G, and L-G. This regular
standard, applicable to all radial and mesh electrical systems, 50 or 60 Hz and up to
550 kV, is extraordinarily precise and traditional. A daunting task is to calculate the SCCs
at different points when installation complicates a DN. Therefore, the use of specialized
software will speed up the calculations quickly [140].

7.3. IEEE Standard 1547

According to the action of DSs integrated with GDGs against the different kinds
of abnormal conditions or faults, the IEEE 1547-2018 standard [141] consists of different
control methods [4,142]. It is the modern version of IEEE 1547-2003 for interconnecting
distributed generation with electrical power systems. The general operational performance
of DNs interconnected with various levels of GDG development are illustrated in IEEE
1547a [143] to adapt to abnormal working conditions with more flexibility [8], whereas
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the conducting distribution impact guide research for the DER embedded standard is
IEEE 1547.7 [144]. Although this standard consists of a series of issuances to specify the
interconnection protection requirements, each utility company and/or region can define it
according to their requirements.

7.4. IEC 61850 Standard Protocols

In this protocol [145], the data are received with multiple times of transition in an
oriented manner. Therefore, IEC61850 is used for applications of automation substations to
connect intelligent electronic devices (IEDs). Moreover, this standard can be used with a
fast protection plan for time-critical applications [20,146]. This version was improved by
the IEC61850-7-420 protocol for DGs from the suggested protection scheme with centralized
criteria explained by the data and attributes as variables [147,148]. Furthermore, in the
distribution feeder, IEC 61850 was proposed to illustrate the fault location depending on
the voltage/current phasors.

7.5. IEC 60038 for Voltage Bands [149]

IEC 60038 provides standardized voltages and the bandwidth or allowable voltage
range for certain voltage levels. For example, for a three-phase system (230/400) volts, the
voltage bandwidth is specified as ∆Umax < ±10% × Un, where Un refers to the nominal
system voltage and ∆Umax means the maximum voltage allowed, whereas the Australian
Standard (AS60038) states that the voltage must be between + 10% and −6% of the Un.
Therefore, the upper voltage tolerance should always be considered less than or equal to the
highest voltage for the electrical equipment [150,151]. The voltage unbalance was limited
in international standards to protect the electrical equipment operating in the system, as
the ANSI standard recommends that the voltage unbalance should not be higher than 3%
under a steady-state condition [152].

8. Aspects to Be Considered in Future Development

Future development trends in electrical DNs with GDG encompass several key areas,
as illustrated in Figure 12. To identify defects quickly and precisely, it is first necessary to
increase fault detection and localization procedures through advanced sensor placement,
signal processing, and improved communication systems [153]. Concurrently, investigating
self-healing grid ideas that make use of GDGs is essential for automatically reconfiguring
networks after malfunctions, hence reducing downtime. Adaptive protection techniques
that work with dynamic GDG systems are also crucial. To improve system resilience and
reliability, they need to quickly restore service and redirect electricity [154]. It is important
to have a strong cybersecurity integration that includes technology for secure ledgers,
secure communication protocols, and intrusion detection [155]. It is advisable to consider
standardized frameworks for adaptable GDG protection schemes as well as the function
of international standards organizations in guaranteeing uniformity and compatibility
throughout the sector. Finally, by developing ESS control algorithms and coordinating
them with protective devices, a smooth integration of ESS with GDGs can improve the
system dependability and response times [156].
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9. Conclusions and Future Work

The penetration of GDGs into DNs with different voltage levels has a lot of effects
on the performance of these networks. This paper provides a comprehensive survey of
the main protection system challenges arising from GDGs embedded in DNs. Further-
more, it describes how to plan and design a power protection scheme with highly robust
characteristics before and after different levels of GDGs are connected. In addition to
the effect of GDG type, the number, size, and location should be studied using suitable
optimization techniques.

Although there are many protection challenges shared between GDG effects and
non-renewable resources, their intermittent nature due to environmental effects represents
the most critical protection challenges facing researchers. Moreover, this survey paper
presents some of the novelties used as a protection framework with various categories of
fault detection methods and protection approach possibilities to restore or maintain the
network’s reliability. However, ordinary OCRs and directional performance represent a
splendid solution to reduce the side effects of GDG connection. A protection coordination
adaptive facility can be used to reset the operation characteristics between OCRs and other
PDs in the same protection zone. Using suitable coordination and a wide range of PD
performance settings according to international standards makes the electrical equipment
operate under the manufacturer’s design. This protection design has high reliability
for protection engineering on-site to observe the GDG effects on the DNs with different
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generation levels and weather changes without the need to replace the existing PDs. One
of the important future works for GDG penetration of DNs should modify a progressive
intelligent protection protocol to improve the robustness of the coordination between the
main and backup PDs.
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CHP Combined heat and power
CPU Central processing unit
DOCR Directional overcurrent relay
DDOCR Digital directional overcurrent relay
DER Energy distributed resource
DigSILENT Digital simulation and electrical network calculation program
DE Differential evolution
EMTDC Electromagnetic transients including DC
ESS Energy storage system
µCHP Micro heat and power
MVN Medium voltage network
PSCAD Power system computer-aided design
RDS Radial distribution system
RSCAD Real-time simulation computer design
RTDS Real-time digital simulation
SAPMS Self-healing and adaptive protection multi-agent system
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SHS Self-healing system
UF/OF Under frequency/Over Frequency
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